
TRANS PO TAT/ON OMMITTEE BILL S ULE 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

7 WIGER Prohibiting the unauthorized possession and use of traffic signal-override devices 3/1/2005 Laid over as amended 

13 WIGER Enacting the Safe School Zone law 3/1/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

42 KUBLY Modification of definition of motorized bicycle 

75 BELANGER An act exempting household good movers from fixed compensation 1/25/2005 Passed as amended; placed on consent calendar 

79 JUNGBAUER An act relating to airports; establishing airport land use commissions Laid over 

80 JUNGBAUER An act relating to airports; airport zoning 3/31/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to State and Local 

98 JOHNSON, D.J. An act authorizing the issuance of trunk highway bonds for improvements to HwY 65 

114 KOE RING An act related to highways; designation of Purple Heart Memorial 1/27/2005 Passed; re-referred to Agriculture, Gen. Leg. & Vet. 

135 KIERLIN Special veterans motorcycle license plates for Persian Gulf war veterans 1/27/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

147 RUUD Trunk Highway #64 bridge construction requirements 

152 SKOGLUND Requiring that mobile phones used in motor vehicles be hands free 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

159 TOMASSON I An act requiring certified mailings for motor vehicle insurance sampling program 1/20/2005 Laid over 

181 LO UREY An act dedicating Biauswah Bridge and Roussain Cemetery 1/20/2005 Passed; re-referred to Environment and Natural Res. 

191 KUBLY An act requiring trailers with lifetime registration to display license plate and sticker 1/27/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

197 REITER Metro area regional rail authorities abolishment 

198 REITER An act requiring driver's license written exam to be administered exclusively in English 3/8/2005 Defeated 

208 CHAUDHARY An act prohibiting the MAC from further action on the 2020 MSP airport expansion plan 3/31/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to State and Local 

224 VICKERMAN An act exempting World War II veterans from certain fees for veterans license plates 

225 VICKERMAN An act authorizing turnback of Legislative Route No. 268 in Pipestone County 1/25/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar for consideration 

233 KLEIS An act requiring certain applicants for license renewal to pass examinations 2/24/2005 Passed; re-referred to State and Local Gov. Operations 

234 LANGSETH An act providing for turnback of highway to Becker County 1/25/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar for consideration 

236 MICHEL An act relating to nonprofit charitable organizations and the transportation of goods 1/25/2005 No action 

243 KLEIS Imposing petty misdemeanor penalty for certain motor vehicle hit-and-run offenses 2/24/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

256 MURPHY An act creating special motorcycle license plates for firefighters 1/27/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

278 WERGIN An act relating to intersection re-design 

285 MURPHY An act requiring vehicle owners to present proof of insurance when necessary 1/20/2005 Withdrawn 

298 McGINN Requiring motor vehicle drivers to restrain child passengers under the age of nine 2/15/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

300 KUBLY An act relating to concrete suppliers and computerized certificates of compliance 2/10/2005 Laid over 

302 McGINN An act providing for the speed limit on marked Interstate Highway 35E 

348 LIMMER Bond issue and appropriation for Trunk Highway 61 O construction project completion 

365 WIGER An act relating to KBEM radio contract 1/25/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

366 MARKO An act authorizing cities to impose street utility fees 3/10/2005 Passed w/o recommend.; re-referred to State and Local 

372 LO UREY An act requiring that mailed requests to verify insurance coverage are forwarded 1/20/2005 Laid over 

374 LANGSETH Designating Trunk Highway 10 bridge between Moorhead and Fargo as Veterans Mem. 

422 ORTMAN An act reallocating fees to motorcycle safety fund and removing funding cap 3/8/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 



TRANSP.ORTA TION COMMITTEE ILL SC. ULE 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

443 JUNGBAUER Providing for funding of transportation with transportation certificates of assignment 

487 BELANGER An act providing for certain exemption from rate filings by household goods carriers Withdrawn 

492 WIGER An act requiring vehicles to be driven in the right-hand lane with exceptions 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

530 MURPHY An act permitting display of certain slow-moving vehicle signs that are visible at night 2/10/2005 Passed as amended; placed on consent calendar 

533 MARKO Restricting possession of traffic signal-override device 

568 SE NJ EM Mailed requests to verify insurance coverage be by certified mail with evidence of delivery 

577 McGINN Modifying provision relating to driver's license suspension based on insurance sampling 

578 COHEN Authorizing local authorities to establish speed limits on residential roadways 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

590 ROSEN Expanding def. of farm truck to include those used primarily to transport animal carcasses 

594 McGINN Limits differential between maximum and minimum speed limits on controlled-access hwy. 3/8/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

605 JUNGBAUER An act authorizing license plates for veterans of global war on terrorism 3/8/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

626 BACHMANN An act requiring a valid ticket for a light rail transit ride Withdrawn; returned to author 

633 MURPHY Modifys provisions relating to the use of freeway or expressway shoulders by transit buses 2/10/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar for consideration 

635 ROB LING Constitutional amendment for motor vehicle sales tax revenues dedication to Trans. purposes 

652 JUNGBAUER Requirements for Metropolitan Airports Commission meetings concerning reliever airports 3/29/2005 Laid over 

670 MURPHY Prohibiting discrimination of motor vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of > 15,000 pounds 3/10/2005 Passed; re-referred to State and Local Government 

674 KUBLY An act indexing tax rate for gasoline and special fuels 

682 WIGER Establishing pilot project to study effect of speed-detection devices in school zones 

685 JOHNSON, D.E. An act amending the description of Legislative Route No. 143 2/10/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar for consideration 

697 DILLE Removing a req. of obtaining a bond when the contract is between public bodies 

698 JOHNSON, D.E. An act appropriating money for airport projects in Willmar and St. Cloud 

729 KUBLY Issuance of annual permit for transportation of oversize load consisting of storage sheds 3/8/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

735 RUUD An act designating the "Bradley Waage Memorial Bridge" 2/24/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar for consideration 

757 KISCADEN An act authorizing personalized veterans license plates 3/8/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

801 BAKK Requirement that toll projects include same wage rates and hours as state projects 

808 MURPHY Defining motorized foot scooters and regulating their use and operation 3/10/2005 Passed as amended; moved to floor 

813 BACHMANN Designating Interstate Highways 1-494 and 1-694 as Ronald Reagan Beltway 

818 JUNGBAUER An act authorizing cities to impose a transportation utility fee 3/10/2005 Passed w/o recommend.; re-referred to State and Local 

885 BERGLIN An act authorizing additional deputy registrar of motor vehicles in Minneapolis 3/10/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

921 WERGIN Repealing the limit on special veterans license plates 

931 BACHMANN Specifying that Disabled American Veterans are eligible for special license plates 3/8/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

938 FOLEY Requiring peace officers to make all reasonable efforts to contact parent or guardian Sen. Foley does not want a hearing on this bill 

950 NIENOW Allowing special veterans license plates to be displayed on certain one-ton trucks 3/8/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

957 MARKO An act permitting development of bus rapid transit in Cedar Avenue transit way corridor 3/29/2005 Passed; re-referred to Taxes 

974 DAY An act imposing surcharge on motor vehicle purchase 



TRANS RTATION COMMITTEE BILL SC, 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

976 DAY An act increasing rate of motor fuels taxes 

977 DAY An act requiring vehicles to be driven in right-hand lane with exceptions 3/15/2005 No action 

981 SOLON An act requiring chapter on aviation planning in state transportation plan 3/10/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to State and Local Gov. 

1012 SAXHAUG An act increasing rates of motor fuels taxes 

1017 DAY An act deactivating some ramp meters 3/8/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1037 REST An act modifying provisions relating to aeronautics 3/29/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1038 KIERLIN An act prohibiting leaving a child under the age of nine unattended in a passenger vehicle 

1041 MURPHY An act regulating motorized scooters 

1042 KOE RING An act providing for administrative enforcement of minor traffic offenses by municipalities 3/31/2005 Passed; re-referred to State and Local Gov. Operations 

1056 MOUA An act regulating registration plates and stickers 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1063 MURPHY An act requiring six-month license revocation for driver exceeding speed of 100 mph. 3/1/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1066 RUUD ATVs unrefunded gasoline tax use joint determination for tax allocation purposes 4/21/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

1067 DILLE An act changing the terms "gasoline tax" and "special fuels tax'' to "transportation fee" 

1070 MURPHY An act making seat belt violations a primary offense 2/24/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1089 MURPHY An act authorizing billing for highway sign program and establishing special account 415112005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1090 KISCADEN An act clarifying duty of driver when passing a parked emergency vehicle 3/8/2005 Passed; re-referred to Crime Prevention 

1095 FISCHBACH Authorizing commissioner of DPS to waive road test for licensed military personnel 3/29/2005 Passed; placed on the consent calendar 

1125 MURPHY An act providing that a peace officer may operate any vehicle or combination of vehicles 3/10/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1144 MURPHY An act establishing a crosswalk safety education account 3/10/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

1147 SAMS An act allowing installation of vehicle-monitoring device in authorized emergency vehicle 

1168 BACHMANN Requiring that tolls be discontinued when original construction costs have been paid 

1169 BACHMANN Amendment prohibiting tolls on highways and new tolls on bridges 

1170 BACHMANN Allowing tolls to be collected only until all construction costs have been paid 

1173 MURPHY An act repealing prohibition against recording certain speed violations on driver's record 3/1/2005 Passed; moved to floor 

1185 RUUD Use of recreational vehicle combination carrying equestrian equipment and supplies 

1191 NIENOW Prohibiting us~ of cell phone in moving motor vehicle by holder of provisional license 212412005 Laid over as amended 

1193 MURPHY Defining safety zones and land use restrictions for runways 17-35 at the MSP Airport 3/17/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1203 HANN Amendment dedicating proceeds from motor vehicle sales tax to transportation purposes 

1215 WERGIN Providing for speed limit on city streets in rural residential districts 

1220 DILLE Requiring greater proof of identity for driver's license applicant 

1226 MURPHY Modifying requirements for operating motor vehicle by holder of provisional license 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1228 DIBBLE An act requiring commissioner of transportation to prepare a toll facilities plan 

1233 BETZOLD Drivers license reinstatement fee and surcharge payment option 

1240 ORTMAN An act increasing a motor vehicle transaction fee 

1259 BELANGER An act exempting recycling and garbage trucks from certain weight restrictions 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; placed on the consent calendar 



TRA SPORTATION MMITTEE ULE 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

1293 MOUA An act conforming definition of commercial motor vehicle to federal law 3/9/2005 Passed as amended; sent to the floor 

1294 MOUA An act clarifying authority of commissioner of public safety to deny limited drivers license 3/9/2005 Passed; sent to the floor 

1296 SAXHAUG Allowing two-way operation of snowmobiles on either side of local road when authorized 4/5/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1301 MURPHY Transportation funding Needs re-referral to State and Local Government Op. 

1303 BAKK An act authorizing placement of disabled veteran status on drivers' licenses 

1345 CHAUDHARY An act providing for two-year driving permits 4/12/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1354 MARKO An act abolishing provisions regulating motor bicycle rental businesses 4/5/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1359 STUMPF Allowing state transportation funds to be used for design of bridges in smaller cities 

1379 SCHEID Excluding cost of airbag repair or replacement and related repair costs from damage calc. 4/5/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1386 McGINN Prohibiting driving vehicles onto shoulder to pass on the right 4/5/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar 

1388 McGINN Modifying provision governing the passing of a parked emergency vehicle 4/5/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1425 ORTMAN An act classifying certain data of the Department of Transportation 3/29/2005 Passed; re-referred to Judiciary 

1432 ORTMAN Appointment of the Carver County auditor as a deputy Motor Vehicle Registrar 417/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to State and Local Gov. 

1440 KELLEY Providing for uniform standards for driver's licenses and other documents 

1466 MURPHY Clarifying seasonal load restrictions for utility vehicles 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; placed on consent calendar 

1472 JOHNSON, D.E. Authorizing day activity center busses to operate certain school bus warning equipment 3/15/2005 Passed; placed on consent calendar 

1486 TOMASSON I Prohibiting quotas for issuing traffic and vehicle inspection citations 3/15/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1504 ROBLING Modifying vehicle and driver applications and records; modifying vehicle accident reports 3/29/2005 Passed; re-referred to Judiciary 

1506 ROBLING Modifying and simplifying provisions related to parking for persons with disabilities 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1510 MURPHY Establishing the Minnesota Financial Crimes Oversight Council Passed w/o recommendation; re-referred to Finance 

1528 WERGIN An act exempting vehicles transporting milk from weight restrictions 

1536 REST An act allowing hybrid vehicles to be used on high-occupancy vehicle lanes 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1541 SKOE Requiring certain vehicles up to 80,000 lbs. to have access to terminals and facilities 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; sent to the floor 

1542 SAXHAUG An act regulating maximum axle weights allowed on highways 4/5/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

1573 MURPHY Providing for calculation of excess sum in county-state aid highway formula 

1584 ROB LING Authorizing bonding and appropriating money for highways and transit 

1603 MOUA Prohibiting railroad company from obstructing treatment of railroad worker injured on the job 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Judiciary 

1604 MURPHY A resolution memorializing the President and Congress to support Amtrak funding 4/5/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1606 MOUA Making it a crime for a railroad or employee of a railroad to obstruct medical treatment 3/15/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Crime Prevention 

1649 BAKK Establishing speed limit of 30 mph. for trains operated within the city of Orr 3/15/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1660 WIGER Establishing a pilot project to provide transportation opportunities for elderly and disabled 

1662 KLEIS Mandating federal-aid highway money be distributed 62% to Mn/DOT and 38% to cities 

1672 DIBBLE Modifying provisions relating to property transactions of Mn/DOT (Departmental Bill) 3/29/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Judiciary 

1703 MARKO Metro are sales tax dedicated to metro transportation and transit improvements 4/9/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

1713 FOLEY Prohibiting local authorities from enforcing traffic regulations with administrative penalties 3/31/2005 Defeated 



NSPORTATION COMMITTEE ILL SC, ULE 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

1724 GAITHER Limiting parking in special van only handicapped parking spaces to vans specially modified 3/29/2005 Laid over 

1731 CHAUDHARY Regulating data obtained by scanning driver's licenses 3/29/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1739 SENJEM Regulating registration tax refunds 3/31/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

1750 VICKERMAN Increasing maximum length limitation of recreational vehicle combinations 

1760 CHAUDHARY Modifying provisions relating to motor vehicle registration 4/5/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1766 OURADA Regulating mud flaps 

1770 LeCLAIR Requiring Mn/DOT and Met Council to conduct study of BRT between Stillwater and St. Paul 

1794 MURPHY Automobile insurance verification 3/17/2005 Passed; re-referred to Commerce 

1802. DIBBLE Furnishing landowners with copies of appraisals for which eminent domain is used 

1803 DIBBLE Designates appraisals by authorities for transportation projects as private data on individ. 

1811 KOE RING Local gvmts to permit operation of low-speed electric vehicles on residential roadways 

1816 DAY Allowing counties to contract with commissioner of DOT to maintain trunk highways 

1848 OURADA Allowing ten-ton vehicle loading under certain circumstances 

1849 OURADA Allowing ten-ton vehicle loading under certain circumstances 

1866 DIBBLE Metro are sales tax dedicated to metro transportation and transit improvements 

1873 HOTTINGER Authorizing issuance of special Kids First license plates 

1904 DAY Authorizing Knights of Columbus special license plates 4/5/2005 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

1910 FISCHBACH Authorizing counties and cities to impose administ. penalties on certain speed limit violators 

1919 BACHMANN Requiring installation of a fare collection system on the Hiawatha LRT line 

1925 GERLACH Allowing municipalities to contract with the Met Council to join the Metro transit district 4/5/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Taxes 

1928 CHAUDHARY Providing for enhanced roadside wildlife habitat 

1967 HOTTINGER Requiring hwys worked upon with federal or state funds to be ten-ton standard w/ ex. 

1976 WERGIN Exempting certain unsub. providers of transit services from some trans. related taxes 

1980 MURPHY Transportation Omnibus Finance Bill 4/21/2005 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

1989 JUNGBAUER Authorizing Commiss. of DPS to remove from Dept. records certain old liens on autos 417/2005 Passed; moved to the floor 

1990 MURPHY Redefining recreational vehicle combos to include certain combos hauling horse trailers 

2049 MURPHY Requiring Mn/DOT to indicate on specific signs those businesses that sell E-85 at retail 

2051 SAXHAUG Exempting first hauls of wood products from certain highway weight restrict. 

2052 SAXHAUG Creating commodities transport corridor pilot project 

2077 FOLEY Requiring vehicle tail lights to emit only red light 

2098 TOMASSON I Exempting Floodwood safety rest area from restriction on food and beverage sales 

2121 JUNGBAUER Commercial drivers license modifications 417/2005 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

2149 MURPHY Increasing motor fuel tax rates and providing for annual indexing 

2167 DIBBLE Requiring certain labor-related provisions in contracts with concession operators 

2200 OLSEN Providing for verification of school bus drivers' licenses by a certain date 



TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE BILL SCHJ ULE 
S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

2237 ROSEN The construction/reconstruction/maintenance of town roads important to livestock ops. 

2315 OLSON Limiting fees for drivers license checks 

2317 CHAUDHARY Imposing surcharge for reinstatement of driver's license to fund trauma care centers 

2330 KUBLY Increasing maximum allowable length of recreational vehicles to 65 feet 



2006 SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE SCHEDULE 

S.F. AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN 

80 JUNGBAUER An act relating to airports; airport zoning 

302 McGINN An act providing for the speed limit on marked Interstate Highway 35E 

1038 KIERLIN An act prohibiting leaving a child under the age of nine unattended in a passenger vehicle DO NOT SCHEDULE HEARING, PER KIERLIN REQUEST 
1070 MURPHY An act making seat belt violations a primary offense 3/14/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 
1811 KOE RING Local governments to permit operation of low-speed electric vehicles on residential roadways 3/28/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

1849 HOTTINGER Allowing ten-ton vehicle loading under certain circumstances 

2188 HOTTINGER Mankato HQ facility construction bond issue 

2393 MURPHY Providing special motorcycle plates for combat wounded veterans 3/14/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

2444 SKOE A joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment to article XIV 3/14/2006 Passed; re-referred to Rules 

2445 MURPHY Reallocating revenues from sales tax on motor vehicles 

2446 LANGSETH Dedicating motor vehicle sales between public transit assistance and highway user tax distribution fund 

2454 BAKK Defining farm truck to include certain vehicles transporting wood products on behalf of certain farmers/loggers 

2457 REITER Prohibiting the Dept. of Public Saftey from giving drivers licenses exams in any language other than English 

2469 KOE RING Prohibiting the conviction of any person for a traffic signal violation with only photographic evidence Needs re-referral to Judiciary (per Betzold) 
2474 SENJUM Authorizing use of communication headset by firefighters operating a fire truck in an emergency 3/14/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 
2500 WIGER Prohibiting operation of vehicles in the left-hand lane with exceptions 

2642 DIBBLE Doubling fine for moving violation committed while operating mobile phone 3/14/2006 Passed; re-referred to Crime Prevention 

2646 WIGER Requiring at least 30 minutes of driver education on organ and tissue donation 3/16/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 
2651 BONO FF Changing the deposit of revenues from the sales tax on motor vehicle leases 3/16/2006 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 
2657 TOMASSON! Requiring Trans. Commiss. to compare cost of state employee performance w/ cost of privitization contract 3/28/2006 Passed; re-referred to Finance 

2683 JOHNSON, D.E. Prohibiting requiring repayment by city of Willmar to state airports fund for costs related to airport relocation 3/14/2006 Passed w/o recommendation; re-referred to Finance 
2692 WIGER Prohibiting use of mobile telephones during operation of motor vehicles 

2750 BAKK Prohibiting the use of eminent domain for economic development 3/16/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 
2774 OLSON Designating use of mobile telephones by motor vehicle operators under age 18 as a petty midemeanor 

2778 ROSEN Authorizing special "combat drug abuse" license plates 

2830 BONO FF Requiring Met Council to study and report on feasibility of use of light rail transit in the 1-394 corridor 3/13/2006 Laid over 

2849 MURPHY Modifying provision governing financial assistance from the town bridge account 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

2874 REST Requiring reports by Commissioner of Transportation on major highway projects 

2940 MURPHY Requiring bicycle operators and passengers under the age of 18 to wear helmets 3/23/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

2980 JUNGBAUER Modifying commercial driver's license revocation provision to conform to federal regulations 3/23/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

2982 MURPHY Clarifying that unauthorized racing is considered reckless driving 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

2983 MURPHY Modifying provision for salvage certificate of title 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3007 DIBBLE Authorizing cities of the first class to allow advertising on trash and recycling receptacles placed in rights-of-way 3/23/2006 Passed as amended; re-referred to commerce 



S.F AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN - -- - ~ - ---- ---

HF 3014 NO COMPANION Regulating information on driver's licenses, permits, and ID cards, and applications for them PASSED THE HOUSE 

3033 NIENOW Modifying requirements for operation of motor vehicle by minor holder of provisional license 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3045 MARKO Creating special Gold Star Family license plates for family members of military personnel who have died in duty 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 

3083 JOHNSON, D.E. Amending definition of recreational vehicle combination 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3084 JOHNSON, D.E. Regulating low-speed vehicles 3/21/2006 Laid over 

3087 HOTTINGER Changing the requirement for use of child passenger restraint systems 

3093 WERGIN Allowing certain advertising devices to be placed adjacent to roads 3/21/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3097 McGINN Grant towing authority to Department of Transportation within its metro. District 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3106 MARKO Authorizing suspension of driver's license for attempting to pay vehicle taxes or fees with insufficient funds 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3151 LANGSETH Providing for permanent county-state aid highway fund screening board 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3213 KUBLY Removing routes from state highway system 3/21/2006 Passed as amended; moved to the floor 

3246 BETZOLD Authorizing the commissioner to contract for use of railroad right-of-way 3/28/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3255 REST Restricting permissible uses of data provided to obtain a driver's license or MN ID card and to register a vehicle 3/21/2006 Passed; re-referred to Judiciary 

3287 NIENOW Exempting combat wounded veterans from paying cost of special license plates 

3320 POGEMILLER Providing for the additional financing of metropolitan area transit and paratransit capital expenditures 3/23/2006 Passed as amended; re-referred to Taxes 

332'? DIBBLE Governing contents of impound vehicles 3/28/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3375 CHAUDHARY Prohibiting bulk distribution of personal information in driver's license and motor vehicle records 3/21/2006 Passed; re-referred to Judiciary 

3401 MICHEL Establishing special plates remembering victims of drunk drivers 

3450 MURPHY Governing special transportation service requirements 3/30/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3454 HIGGINS Modifying transit service contract requirements 3/28/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3455 BAKK Modifying the amount of gasoline fuel tax attributable to the use of all-terrain vehicles 4/4/2006 Passed w/o recommendation; re-referred to Taxes 

3464 DIBBLE Adjusting county/ state aid highway fund distribution formula 

3473 MURPHY Authorizing special plates for all disabled veterans 3/28/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3486 HOTTINGER Regulating Transportation contracts 

3512 MURPHY Modifying provisions related to abandoned vehicles, towers and impound lots 

3519 DIBBLE Allowing restriction of engine brakes by a municipality 

3526 BACHMANN Designating the Shawn Silvera Memorial Highway 3/30/2006 Passed; moved to the floor 

3549 SKOE Providing for use of tribal documents 

3591 KIERLIN Amending requirements for financial assistance from the town bridge account 

3597 SAXHAUG Railroad Anti-trust and Competition Enhancement Act 3/30/2006 Failed on a voice vote 

3603 BELANGER Modifying the price of surplus easement or property acquired for trans. purposes 

3629 MURPHY Providing for Transportation Financing 

3638 BONOFF Amending driver education requirements 

3703 KOCH Imposing license reinstatement fee and surcharge for certain driving offenses 

3725 BELANGER Authorizing sale of trunk highway bonds for interchange at marked Interstate Highways 35W and 494 

3734 REST Amending the allocation of revenue from a tax on the sale of motor vehicles 



S.F AUTHOR DESCRIPTION HEARING DATE ACTION TAKEN --- --

3746 KUBLY Allowing certain national guard-related signs to be placed on highways 

3750 DIBBLE Imposing a sales tax within the metro area with the proceeds dedicated to metro transit and transit improvements 

3751 KOCH Appropriating money for transit service in marked Trunk Highway 55 corridor 

3753 SCHEID Directing the Met Council to submit a report to the legislature on the Crystal Airport 

3764 MURPHY Amending the allocation of revenue from a tax on the sale of motor vehicles 4/11/2006 Passed as amended; re-referred to Finance 
3788 REST Creating a transit fund 

3801 CHAUDHARY Proposing a referendum on a 0.25 percent metro area sales tax for transit 

3813 MARTY Prohibiting sale, registration, or use of vehicles with high-intensity discharge headlamps 

3821 STUMPF Amending restrictions on transporting bales of hay, straw, or cornstalks 

3822 WERGIN Requiring property appraisals by the Department of Transportation 
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Langseth 

13 Wiger 

14 Wiger 

15 Wiger 

16 Wig er 

31 Solon 

33 Solon 

38 Koering 

78 Jungbauer 

98 Johnson, Dean 

124 Betzold 

130 Gaither 

135 Kierlin 

156 Rest 

162 Kleis 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 

Omnibus buildings bonding appropriations 

enacting the Safe School Zone Law; making clarifying and 
technical changes 

Appropriating money for engineering design of roadway 
rehabilitation and adjacent Lake Links Trail Development in 
Ramsey and Washington City 

Authorizing the issuance of state bonds for McKnight Road and 
Highway 36 interchange project. 

Bonding for interchange project for HWY 94 at Century A venue 
and McKnight Road in Ramsey Cty 

Bonding to restore the aerial lift bridget in Duluth 

Duluth port authority freshwater corrosion determination 
appropriation 

Bonding for a park-and-ride lot for the Soo Line Coidor on HWY 
10 in Morrison Cty 

Bonding for the Northstar Rail Corridor 

Trunk highway #65 improvements construction bond issue and 
appropriation 

Bonding for Northstar Rail Corridor 

Bonding for median safety barriers on 1-494 and HWY 169 

Special veterans motorcycle license plates for Persian Gulf war 
veterans 

Appropriating money from the trunk HWY fund for construction of 
median safety barriers on marked interstate hWY 494 and trunk 
hWY 169 

bonding for land acquistition to enable increased operations at the 
St. Cloud Regional Airport 

2:37PM 

3/17/2005 
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1/11/2005 

1/11/2005 

1/6/2005 

1/6/2005 
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1/10/2005 
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189 Pariseau 

191 Kubly 

233 Kleis 

256 Mutphy 

278 Wergin 

281 Wergin 

340 Pariseau 

343 Saxhaug 

348 Limmer 

368 Moua 

377 Vickerman 

389 Foley 

422 Ortman 

470 Mmphy 

494 Lourey 

517 Higgins 

519 Gerlach 

542 Larson 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 

Bonding for interchange at 1-35 and County State-Aid Hwy 50. 

Requiring trailers with lifetime registration to display license plate 
and sticker 

Drivers license renewal applicants examination requirements 

Special motorcycle license plates for firefighters 

Authorizing issuance of trunk hwy bonds for improvements to 
marked trunk hwy 10 

Appropriating money to commissioner of transportation for state's 
matching amount for recreational bridge over Hwy 169 in Mille 
Lacs Cty 

Bonding for a hwy overpass in Dakota County 

Appropriating money to complete the Great River Road in Aitkin 
County 

Authorizing issuance of $50,000,000 in state trunk hwy bonds for 
completion of a segment of marked trunk hwy 610 as a four-lane 
freeway 

Bonding for Central Corridor Transit way 

Appropriating money for a town road sign replacement program 

Authorizing trunk hwy bond to finance completion of hwy 610 

Reallocating fees to motorcycle safety fund and removing funding 
cap 

Bonding and appropriating money for port development assistance 

Bonding for Rush Line Corridor Busway 

Bonding for Phase I of the Lowry Avenue corridor in Minneapolis 

Bonding for Cedar A venue bus rapid transit 

Appropriating money for transit service in Otter Tail County 

2:37PM 

1/11/2005 

2/3/2005 

2/1/2005 

1/12/2005 

1/20/2005 

41412005 

1/24/2005 

1/25/2005 

3/30/2005 

1/25/2005 

1/25/2005 

1127/2005 
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552 Stumpf 

566 Limmer 

574 Bakk 

590 Ruud 

594 McGinn 

599 Reiter 

605 Jungbauer 

611 Bakk 

635 Rohling 

734 Vickerman 

757 Kiscaden 

766 Larson 

806 Marko 

810 Kelley 

882 Johnson, Debbie 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 

Authorizing issuance of $50,000,000 in state transportation bonds 
for grants to political subdivisions for the replacement, 
rehabilitation, or repair of key bridges 

Bonding for Central Avenue and Jefferson Hwy in Osseo 

Bonding for Forest Hwy 11 in Lake County 

Farm truck definition expansion for motor vehicle registration 
purposes 

Restricting differential between maximum and minimum speed 
limits 

Bonding for an interchange at 1-35 and Cty State-Aid Hwy 23 

Authorizing license plates for veterans of global war on terrorism 

Authorizing issuance of up to $2,524,000 in state bonds for the 
East Two Rivers project near the city of Tower 

Proposing an amendment to the MN Constitution, article XN, 
dedicating proceeds from motor vehicle sales tax to transportation 
purposes . 

Support our troops motor vehicle license plates; national guard 682 
incentive programs funding; world war II veterans memorial and 
veterans homes improvements bond issue and appropriations; 
military members income tax benefits 

Authorizing personalized veterans license plates 

Appropriating money for traffic control improvements for 
intersection in Ottertail County 

Bonding for the state's share of a high speed rail line between St. 
Paul and Chicago. 

Appropriating money for reconstruction of railroad bridge 
crossing in city of Golden Valley 

Bonding for improvements to marked Trunk Hwy 65 to facilitate 
bus rapid tranist 

2:37PM 

Severson 

2/14/2005 

4/4/2005 

3/16/2005 

2/7/2005 

4/4/2005 

3/14/2005 

2/14/2005 
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931 Bachmann 

951 Nienow 

1006 Ourada 

1058 Chaudhary 

1066 Ruud 

1089 Murphy 

1121 Sams 

1127 Chaudhary 

1128 Chaudhary 

1144 Murphy 

1171 Bachmann 

1172 Bachmann 

1235 Bachmann 

1330 Bachmann 

1425 Ortman 

1542 Saxhaug 

Tuesday, September 13, 2005 

specifiying that members of Disabled American Veterans are 
eligible for special veterans service group license plates. 

Trunk highway #95 bridge construction bond issue and 
appropriation 

Appropriating money for transportation, Metropolitan Council and 
public safety actitivies 

Bonding for the preparation and evaluation of engineering 
concepts and layouts for the creconstruction and expansion ofl-35 
W between 1-694 and 1-35 in Anoka and Ramsey County 

Requiring a study of certain unrefunded gasoline tax 

Authorizing billing for highway sign program and establishing a 
special account 

Appropriating money for the purchase of automatic exernal 
defibrillators for State Patrol vehicles in great Minnesota 

Apropriating money for the rail service improvement program to 
construct a wye in New Brighton (bonding). 

Bonding to acquire and better public land and buildings and 
public improvements of a capial nature with conditions, 
appropriating money for sewer intercepton relocation in New 
Brighton 

Establishing a crosswalk safety education account 

Appropriating money for construction of certain interchanges on 
marked Interstate Hwy 35E 

Bonding for construction of overpass on 1-35 

Authorizing local bonding for personal rapid transit 

appropriating money for 
improvements to Anoka County State-Aid Highway 14; 
authorizing issuance of general obligation bonds 

Classifying certain data of the Dept of transportation 

Motor carriers axle weights regulation and rules repeal 

2:37PM 

2/16/2005 

3/3/2005 

3/18/2005 

2/22/2005 

3/3/2005 

3/3/2005 

4/1/2005 

4/27/2005 

4/7/2005 
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1577 Limmer Anoka county highway interchange construction bond issue and DD 
appropriation 

1594 LeClair Appropriating money and authorizing issuance of state bonds for 3/11/2005 DD 
Hwy 5 safety improvements. 

1672 Dibble Modifying provisions relating to propety transactions of the Dept DD 
of Transportation 

1703 Marko Imposing a sales tax within the meropolitan area with the proceeds 4/22/2005 D~ 
dedicated to metropolitan transportation and transit improvements 
and services 

1712 Michel Amendment to the MN Constitution; imposing certain 3/22/2005 DD 
requirements on future bonding bills 

1715 Vickerman Appropriating money for rural transit servcies in southern MN 3/17/2005 DD 
1749 Vickerman Bonding for improvements to marked Trunk Hwy 60 3/17/2005 DD 
1904 Day Special knights of Columbus motor vehicle license plates DD 
1906 Vickerman Modifying the transportation sparsity formula 3/29/2005 DD 
1980 Mwphy Appropriating money for transportation 4/21/2005 D D Passed and referred to Finance 

1996 Betzold Bonding for improvements to County Road J and Airport Road DD 
1997 Betzold Authorizing of trunk hwy bonds for reconstructing interchange DD 

with interstate hwy 35ww and county road J and Lake avenue 

2168 Jungbauer Appropriating money for commuter bus service between Elk River DD 
and Minneapolis 

2188 Hottinger Authorizing the issuance of trunk hwy bonds for Mankato district DD 
headquarters building. 

2257 Rob ling Poviding for interest paid on advances made by road authority to DD 
commissioner of transportation to expedite trunk hwy 
constructions 

2296 Metzen Appropriting money and authorizing bonds for the Robert Street DD 
Corridor Transit Way study and design. 
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